


Brazilian natural design
To create smart environments. To redefine and enhance functions through forms. 

To search inspiration for revolutionary design through the balance between 
handmade materials and new techniques. 

To furnish the home with creativity and originality.

These are the goals of Prima|Store.

Offering furniture made in Brazil featuring Brazilian design, we enhance the 
contemporary lifestyle and highlight the innovation capacity while opening space 
to develop sustainable design. 

PrimaStore adopts measures for low environmental impact when manufacturing 
the majority of its products, including the use of wood from sustainable forests 
and natural or recycled fabric, which reduces the consumption of water and 
power. Moreover, the company values   the craftsmanship of communities located 
in southern Brazil, focusing on preserving the environment and creating real 
opportunities for development.



Design:  Eulália de Souza Anselmo

Movelsul Salão Design award winner in the 
national professional category, the chair consists 
of EVA slices and a stainless steel structure. Its 
unusual shape is combined with an innovative 
feature: the floating chair can be used either on 
the ground or in pools.

Chaise Longue

Garden worm 

Setting: André Caricio | Photo: Carol Mayer
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Setting: Casa & Cia. | Photo: Roberto Majola



Design: Eulália de Souza Anselmo

Based on the same concept of Anelídeos Chaise 
Longue, it was designed to make use of EVA 
leftover material  from the first one. The idea is 
to add “playful animals” to the garden, with the 
same manufacturing principle: slices attached to 
a stainless steel structure. 

Rocking Chair

Garden worm 
that rocks.

Setting: Casa & Cia. | Photo: Roberto Majola
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Design: Eulália de Souza Anselmo

The delicate embroidered patterns with crochet 
flowers handmade by a community of artisans is 
combined with the stainless steel technology in 
the Flor Armchair.  100% natural wool is not only 
a great insulator but it also has highly resistant 
yearn that can match different colors. The 
beauty and comfort of the composition are also 
found in the ottoman and rocking versions.

Flor Armchair, Flor Rocking Armchair 
and Flor Ottoman

Ivory

Beige

Grey

Black

Navy

Eggplant

Setting: Fernanda Pessoa de Queiroz | Photo: Denilson Machado
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Design: Eulália de Souza Anselmo

A hug–shaped armchair with four options of finish. 

  

Abraço de Artista , Abraço de Flor,
Abraço de Lona and Abraço de Fibra





Chaise longue, Armchair and Cube

wool



Stool Ref. 850
Cushion Ref. 852

Table Ref. 3140
Chair Ref. 560 





Design: José Marton

Crossword puzzle, maze, dot-to dot and word 
search. Choose a pastime from the line of ideal 
tables and stools for a chat in a bar. Chalk holder 
and eraser  provided.

Sapore & Piacere | Photos: Roali Majola
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Design: Eulália de Souza Anselmo

Stackable metal chair  woven with synthetic 
material. It can be used outdoors and is available in 
several color options. Simple design that combines 
traditional customs with modern style. 

Also available in eucalyptus, grown in certified 
forests.

Chair





Bê-a-bá

Silla mecedora y fija

línea Anelídeos.
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